Agenda, Hollins Working Group on Slavery and Its Contemporary Legacies
Meeting, November 18, 2020

• Webinar and research project (Jeri)
  o Heirs property/probate?
  o Things to do to protect property/see if Hollins gave property
  o Send to Rev. Saunders
  o Lending support to Hollins Community
  o Be resource to navigate
    ▪ Black family land trust
    ▪ Piedmont
  • Jeri, Courtney, Bill will meet in early January
• Listening Sessions (Jan. 20, 21, and 22): involvement, preparation of educational material
• Following commitments to moderate:
  o Rebecca any, Jenine any, Maryke any
  o Jan 20—Bill (to confirm), Heather, Rebecca
  o Jan 21—Jeri—Ashleigh (or 22), need to confirm one more
  o Jan 22—Rebecca, need to confirm two more
• Materials for week of Jan. 11—Heather, Maryke, Jenine, Ashleigh—email
• Sarita—alumnae relations presence
• No registration/registration can help us get educational materials out
• We can run Zoom without password, but with a waiting room to prevent any hacks

• Questions about the archive (Luke Vilelle)
• Approval of George P. Tayloe master’s thesis
  o Jack Payden-Travers—case study of George Plater Tayloe in archive. Now available via Hollins Digital Commons (HU only); Chris, Jeanne, perhaps Peter Coogan to review for full open access.
• Revisiting researcher proposal: new timeline
  o Sept. 15 run in fall; institutional history—present to board—as a group agree will need to wait until a new archivist is hired to initiate search, as any researcher will need them
• Notetaking
  o Rotate and decide end of each meeting, and should look into Otter software that can transcribe voice
• Updates on other projects
• Cemetery - Bill, Courtney, Karen had meeting—gave Karen meeting notes?—going to take to Pastor of Ebenezer Baptist church—will check in with Karen
• Scholarship - Rebecca will send around forms having to do with scholarship to go to Pres. Hinton, as well as all renaming documents